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INTRODUCTION 

The Quebec Federation of Home and School Associations, now in the 
: ,,; ,-'·! 

34th year since its inauguration, represents over 11,000 Quebec families, 

member-s of local associations, throughout the provi~e. In addition to 

local associations, many Scho.ol Committees of the English sector of Qu~b.ec_ 

education are associate me~b~rs of Federation. The objectives of our 

Federation, as contained in the Standing Rules, include the following:-

"To promote progressive legislation for the care, protection 

and educa.tion of children find you~__.- To work for t~en-· r· , 

continuing advancement of educatior). in this provinc;::e so, 

·· that our.young people shall be better edu?ate_d, trained and 

equipped- .for· life. 11 

• ·it 

'· 

In fulfilling these objectives, on innumerable occasions Quebec Federation 

has prepared and submitted briefs, position .p.~pe,::s and other statements of 
- • y 

policy to successive provincial governments on matters related tq education. 

Our submissions date from before the. creation of the Ministry to t}:)e present • 

. 'T" 

One of the most notable contributions of Quebec Federation was a study 
. . : ... • 

done in 1959 and known as "Operation Bootstraps II which gathered information 

from grassroots on current and future needs. The report covered all con-
r... . 1 , . . ·, 

ceivable areas of school lif.e and many of its recommendations· were 
. . . 

implemented in the creation of the Ministry of Education and subsequent 

legislation. 
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Other issues to which we have reacted include the regrouping of Sch.ool 

Boards, teacher classification and contracts, measurement and evaluation 

in schools, and the Charter of the French language. 

From the above, it is obvious that our Federation is deeply committed 

to the improvement of education in all aspects. As new issues emerge we 

look into th.ese arrl as far as possible attempt to articulate the consensus 

of our membership after opportunity has· been given for serious study of these 

issues. 

' I 
Often our studies, reports, position papers and briefs seem to be in 

reaction to the issues of the moment, but these are always designed to 

promote quality in education, in all senses of the term, in accordance with 

what we apprehend to be the needs of the day.and the anticipated needs of 

the future. 

I~ our work we have been guided by certain principles. 
d . 

. - the school is the extension of the home 

- the school exists -.in order, through the educative process, to 

transmit the culture(s) of the society it serve~ 

- to facilitate in the evolution of society and its valu~s, insofar as 

that society articulates its needs and demands for chang~ .. 

- the school exists to prepare its participants to take their-places 

as useful, responsive and respon~ible participants of society 

at large 

'I :".-
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In order for the school to be an effective instrument of society, society 

itself must be a participant in the school through responsive and responsible 

organs of the clients of the school, the parents and the taxpayers. It is 

our intention that Quebec Federation of Home and School Associations 

shall be one such organ. Since it stands for such principles and recognizes 
_,.,, 

its responsibilities, our Federation values its autonomy - its freedom of 

response and reaction - both positively and negatively, to the issues as it 

perceives them, and to the policies and programmes devised for and imposed 

upon the school system. 

Quebec is a pluralistic society. The confessional school systems in 

Quebec - Catholic and Protestant - established and protected by Law 
' _7,- .. 

antedating confederation, together with the constitutional awarding of 

provincial jurisdiction in education, have been the traditional securities 
,;, 

for plurality of culture being recognized and fostered in public schooling. 
l 

Through these systems the diversities of society have found expression and 

have enabled their separate constituents to maintain and enhance each its 

identity. 

Thus, while the Catholic system has been principally French in language 
• l.., • 

and culture, it has not been exclusively so; similarly, the Protestant system, 

while being the principal vehicle for English education, has been neither 

narrowly Protestant nor exclusively English. The experience of "bi-confession-
~. "-:. 
ality" has helped us to achieve schools which are sensitive and responsive to 

the articulated needs and expectations of the immediate community of clients 

of the school at the level of the school board. Hence the divergence and 
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diversity of outlook, of aspiration and of culture. 

We are pleased, therefore, to respond to the Green Paper, recognizing 

that it is many things. 

- a report on educational progress 

- a recitation of successes and failures in education as it is now 

- a suggestion of lines for future reform and progress 

- a sharing with the public of the concerns of the Ministry for 

public education 

- a form of consultation in the ongoing process of reform 

We share with the Minister his concern with the fight against depersonal-. : . . , . t·. 

ization and for the improvement of the public school. It may very well be, 
J !. 

. "•• 

however, that the solutions inferable from the Green Paper, in our opinion, 

may tend to do the opposite of both. The solutions which we set forth in our 
' ·._; ·. 

comments on the Green Paper, and which we will advance as specific issues, 

as the ongoing process of reform continues, may very well be quite different 

from those of the Ministry. 

Many of our local associations, in their submissions to us for the 
._1'" I 

preparation of our brief, have expressed feelings of satisfaction with the 
' 

educational provisions of our present school system. It was felt that many_ ~f 
'[ (. :·: -~ .-: ~' ' . . ! i . . ' J J: fl V 

the criticisms and suggested improvements contained in the Green Paper could 
(J(: •. · "'r;r-~-,~-. :: · · · .'_";"J()l!f 

not be directed to their schools - and others were already recognized and being 

acted on accordingly. 
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Our general view of the Green Paper is that it is an acceptable analysis -

but incomplete. The Paper admits to not dealing with a number of problems. 

In addition we find nothing therein dealing with such matters as teacher 

training and evaluation; pre-school or nursery school classes; kindergarten 

(maternelle); children outside the norm (exceptional children, and those 

with learning disabilities); teacher/pupil ratios; bilingualism and the 

inadequacies of second language training; language immersion programmes 

and related problems. 

One issue should have been considered in view of the declining birth 

rate with -its committent, decJiDing enrollment: · the future of the small 

neighbourhood school. ,: 

In the English Protestant sector we are increasingly aware of th-is problem; 

our student population seems to be .declining rather alarmingly. ' We are 

concerned about the survival of English Protestant schooling. Some serious 

·study is necessary on the life of the "last" school of a locality or of a 

region ,and what viable alternatives may exist. 

"'r r ... • .• ,1.I. 

We will now proceed to comment on a few of the specific areas dealt 

with in the Green Paper. 
e.,, : 
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BACK TO BASICS 

The authors of the Green Paper have been sensitive to the experience 

of the last several years - a concern that though schooling has encompassed 

:·,, a greater number of children yet the average levels of attainment in respect 

of the essential literary and computational skills, and in the grasp of o_t~er 

·subject, may have actually and steadily declined. The response to this 

on•ffie1 part of the authors has b~~n in two directions: 

. r·. 

a) to state some seemingly very specific learning objectives for each 

subject6 at each .level, and,. 

b) to set up model..timetables to indicate the numbers of minutes per 
'' 

week which must be devoted to the required subjects. 

With reference to t}le specific learning objectives - -some of these .. relate 

to what both the Ministry. and the public are concerned with;.'the development 

of th_~ skills, especial~y cognitive, but also those related to the affective and 

psycho;;-!fl.9to~ .domains. But in some · curriculum areas, there are references 

not to skills, but to content. Thus, in the social studies, to the English 

speaking public, with its horizons beyond the confines of Quebec, there is 

an inordinate overemphasis on the content of Quebec history and geography 
• ,. 1 • • 

and a denigration by neglect or insignificances of the Canadian, the North 

American, the Commonwealth and the world scene. In fact, the overemphasis ..__ 
would seem to imply that there is the intention of political and cultural 

indoctrination restricted to a nationalist viewpoint in Quebec. 

The "new" Quebec is now a pluralistic society, enriched by having many 

cultural elements. Thus it should not be regarded as uniquely and exclusively 



Fra-tico-\::entric in lan<;t!age , in his '.c~·y , in geography - in culture generally. 

It would :impoverish itself if one element, even though the majority, assumes 

the -monopoly in the exte;-ision of its influence . 

It is tragic that li:--:.guistic exclusivism and cultural ise>lationism are the 

tools to be a;.:,plied fer the pre:;&rvatio:1 of the :i.-'rench language and culture 

ifi' Quebec. 

v·t· 
Quebec should b,J an open society a.!lowir.g its citizens to make their 

choices f!"eely. Fo-:- sixample, '~hey s~oulcl be free to develop diverse 

cultura l forms - •Ni th out interference from others, or coercicn to conform to 

ithe culture of· th3 majority. A rigid, monolithic countencnce favoring only 

one culture - even ~f that happens to be. that of the majority - .- docs not 

errhance any aspira:ic:"ls to hi.:manize and to serve the best iD.terests of tbe 

"in9:~yid•;'.ll 11 
, •• •. • 

With reference to a strict application of "minutes per week II for certain 

subjects·:,: tr..e concept is very hypot~1etical - not in to'.lch with realities -

is rigid -;- and ir; based o·.1. a fallacy • . If tha p!"oposed timetables are simply 

m-o-d3ls .of -the r~lative irr.pc::-tance frcm the standpoint o: time requti:re·ments,rof 

various school subj Gets, th3n their pres8r..ce migbt be dGfensibli. But as ·· ri: 

patterns to be s'.:rictly a;>plied in c:.11 s chool~ t!.1rot:ghol~t the province - unless 

foe intention is to lock a.11 3c~1ools and cJ.aeses in-::o step, the stated, 

"subject-minutes per v!eek. 11
, does not ta'.<e into accour.t the realities , needs 

and differences in sc'.1001 situations from one part of the province to another. 

;~ l • I 
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Some schools may need more or less time than that allotted in order to -- --
attain the objectives in a given subject. A rigid timetable for the whole 

province cannot take into account the differing needs and aspirations of the 

various regions of the province, let alone the specific needs of individual 

pupils. 

While the Green Paper says much in general about humanizing education, . 

its inferred elimination of opportunities for enrichment and for exploratory 

activities in the elementary school and the junior secondary school speak 

otherwise. 

Flexibillty of timetabling would enable the schooLcommunities to determine -

in accordance with their apprehended needs, aspirations, and resources - the 

"extra-basics II c4rricula to be provided. The fallacy in the rigid scheduling 

of time allotments is the presupposition that "quantity of schooling yields 

quality in education". 

A ~ar more satisfactory mandate would ba in the setting of specific 

objectives in the basic literacy and computational skill areas for each level .. 

and divisiol) .- and then leave it up to the local school communities to create 

their 9W11 schedules. 

One area of concern which deserves s pecific mention is in the hypothesis 

of grouping· primary schooling in two or three cycles - which, if implemented, 

may result in two disadvantageous situations. 

First - in some instances the relationships between the personalities 

of the teacher and a particular student may hinder the educative process and 
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. the total development of that child. It is unreasona~le that such a child -

or the teacher, for that matter - should have to face a second and then a 

_ ~third year with such a relationship. 

Second - there may be by this scheme of cycles, a practice of 

subject-specialization where, within a given cycle, the student may be 

subjected to too many different personalities .. - an unsatisfactory situation . . 

for young people who need the stability and security of a pupil-one teacher 

; relationship for their so9ial growth and educational devel<;>pment. . 

j· 

Our emphasis would be on the direction to be allowed to the local 
- .. 

school after due consideration of consequences, rather than on any dictation 

from authority. 

MORAL VALUES IN EDUCATION 

' Some representations from our member associations indicate an ambivalence 

towards the presence of human-social values being present explicitly within 

the curriculum as courses of study. Negative attitudes relate to two things. 

Traditionally~_and in prac_J:ise Protestant schools have nqt featured 

specific cour~"8S in moral and religious instruction., It is partly ¢is . 

"neutralist" habit that has made Protestant schools attractive to "other-
; 

believing" parents and to "non-believing" parents. It has been assumed 

that the personal, social, and moral values of society, will be displayed and 

transmitted as important affective elements within the entire programme and 
.. == I :~ , j ! 'l 

without intentional indoctrination. 
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The Judaeo-Christian Bible was a traditional element i~ the school, 

haytng a place in the opening formalities of elementary school classes, 

and as part of the literature programme of secondary schools. The Bible, 

in other words, was an element of the wider English Protestant culture 

rather than being a resource for particular religious ins~uction. 

Protestant schools have been wary of indoctrination - whatever was 
• I r 

• $eemingly uniquely- denominational or sectarian in character, wa~ ruled 
,,:li()i'""·' 

out-of-order. Hence the reason for many people feeling that Morai and 

Religious Instruction ought not to have a place in the timetab~,,- and 
. .' ,. t. 

that the time released by eliminating it should be applied to_ othEr~ subjec~s, 
• ~' ••.I 

especially to attaining greater proficiency in the skills of the seftond 

language. 

Positively, and in favour of teaching for human values, ... maI)y of our 

people believe that there are traditional human, social and, C!yic .virtues 

which society deems important. It is felt that the school ~_ust Y?able 

students to gain an understanding of, an appreciation for, and a respect 

for such values. The school has a responsibility in this field, thus encourag-
I • ', 

ing students to apply these values, particularly in the school ·milieu. 
·' . · .. 

• 'J 

Thus, our Association cannot take a stand either favouring or disfavouring 

the presence of "Moral and Religious Instruction" on the course_.of .study in 
"\1 slqc!~ 

all our schools. In this area, especially, the school must be responsive to 

the needs and aspirations of the parents in the immediate community it serves. 
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Further, where French is to be used as .the .hng..iage of instruction in 

certain other subjects in English schools, though its use has the objective 

of facilitating fluency and mastery in the language, yet the learning 

• objectives in these subjects must not in any way be subordinated. 

In order for the more extended teaching of the second lan~l\~ge to _pe 
~:. • ·' .I; 

: realized - that is, of French in English schools - and hopefu lly, of 

English in French schools - more funds must be released to subsidize 

, ' experimentation, teacher re-training, text-book translating and related 

scholarly activities. Research and experimentation outside the province 

must not be neglected. 

Quebec Federation has for some years been demanding ar.r.ountahility on 
·-. the part of the provinc'ial government in the use of formula payments, under 
,., 

·the Federal-Provincial programmes for bilingualism in education - we reiterate 

our demand. 

In the period 1970-77 Quebec has received $280. 6 million in formula 

grants at the elementary and secondary levels. Recognizing that the basic 

cost of education of all children in Quebec is the responsibility of the 

province, federal monies should make possible supplementary benefits to our 

educational system. There is little evidence that any substantial portion of 

these funds have benefitted the schools and this we deplore. It is a matter 
:. . 'c 

of some urgency that Quebep students emerge from schools capable of 
"I, ·1.:• ... !. 

functioning bilingually at work },P}P in the general soci'al realm. We recommend 
"'!' \'' ; ·., 

that the Ministry of Education reconsider their present position with reference 
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BILINGUALISM 

A number of our local associations reported to us that they were 

disturbed by the inadequate stress on the learning of the "second language". 

In view of Quebec being within the English-speaking North American fact, 

it was felt that equal exposure to instruction in English was as necessary 

for French speaking students at all levels as in French for English-speaking 

students. 

A concern for the effectiveness of "second language instruction II was 

indicated by the demand for an extra priority_ of time and funds to be devoted 

to it. Again, recognizing that time allottments of teaching do not 

necessarily produce effective learning, our Association would recommend that 

greater discretion be provided to local school boards to determine their own 

priorities and to experiment to determine what, for their schools, will be the 

most effective means to achieve the aim of functional bilingualism. 

In view of the job market of Quebec demanding increasingly the use of 

French as the language of work, it is felt that a greater stress be placed on 

French as the second language, and that there be an investigation about its 

use in instruction in other subject areas, especially in the Technical-

Vocational fields. 

It must be recognized that if the above use of the French language is to be 

applied, suitable materials must be provided in that second language. The 

excellence of the materials must be the primary consideration. 

r..,• J' I• 
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to the grants for bilingualism in education, i enabling supplementary grants 

to be ·made·: d'irectl y to school boards. 

SECONDARY VI 

One of the interesting suggestions to be drawn from the Green Paper 

was in the regularizing of the existence of a "Secondary VI 11 in the Long, 

Vocational Training program, to prov~de extended training. The conqept of a 

Secondary VI stimulates the imagination beyond the concept contained in the 

Green Paper. Our Federation has several comments on this con~~pt. 

Secondary VI ought not to be another strategy for merely keeping our 

young people out of the job market - out' of the queue of the unemployed and 

unemployable. "Baby sitting" is not the task of schools. They are not 

equipped for it. And a substantial number of young people are unable 
_.,.. . 

temperamentally as well as intellectually to continue within the school milieu 
.. ' 

even up to present age of compulsory schooling. The school is not the 
j 

answer to·labour's question of how to put an end to the threatened flood of 
! ;, 

cheap labour. 

We do advocate that a Secondary VI be made available and extended 

: aeross the sa::hool system a·s an option and with several alternative 

objectives - where conditions warrant it. It should 'stilf be recognized that 
. ' 

the c:·otnpletion of Secondary V is the normal point for completing ·1:he High School 

programme. The options ·and alternatives to be made available in a Secondary 

VI would include the following objectives: 
.:.. ; i 

.,. .J • 
·fl~ ·:: . 
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a) To provide stud~n,ts completing a Long Vocational Training programme with 

some kind of specific trade, technology, or vocational certification - and 

thus the certitude that they had received adequate preparation for 
. 

immediate entry into the field of work in which they had gained exposure 

in school. 

b) To provide students with higher standing for entry into more advanced 

training programmes in the technologies. 

· c) To enable students who were unable to complete regular general studies 

in their five year programme, to complete the requirements for a 

Secondary v_, High School Leaving certificate. 

d) To enable some students to improve their High School Leaving standing by 

returning for a further year to take and complete more advanced courses 

offered by the school. 

e) To re-open the old Grade XII - Senior High School Leaving - Senior 

. Map-iculat~on - programme in General (Academi-c} Studies - completion 

and,p~~ifi~ation of which would enable students to apply for and gain 

advanced entry standing to the CEGEP's or to be eligible for immediate 

University entrance - especially to Universities outside the province. 

We believe that such an opportunity would be ans'.advantageous optional 

. ,. alternative in many respects. 

,_. , 
!• • 

.·, ·· i The reduced pressure 6n the CEGEP 1 s and increased competition 

in the form of an alternative would be a healthy development 

for the CEGEP's. 

ii Students would be able to elect to continue their general 
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.education in their home environment, and this is unfortunately 

an option not open to them at present. 

COMPULSORY MINIMUM SCHOOL LEAVING AGE 

It must be reiterated, however, that this Association does not believe 

that extending opportunities for attendance at school guarantees greater 

educational quality, nor does it necessarily respond to the needs of the 

person and the aspirations of the individual. Thus we do not agree with 

the extension of compulsory school leaving age to the end• of ag·e sixteen. 

In fact, we would recommend that studies be instituted to answer the following 

questions: 

·; l 

A) What social factors and circumstances must enter into the determining of· 

a minimum school-leaving age? 

B) What is the -educationally best minimum school leavina Nl~, 

~)-What grounds mav th- -

etudents below the set age? 

.- ..... ~~u1g release from school of 

. D) What other criteria, in addition to age, could be considered? 
\ . 

These additional criteria might include certification after testing and . ·; .. : 

evaluation, the aim of which woul<:I be to demonstrate that the students have 

attained a certain previously determined degree of basic literacy. 

With this in mind we deplore the removal of opportunities for student 

selectable options, exploratories, and interest courses, from Secondary I 

and°tl. Many of the exploratories and interest courses have been f~retastes 

of spebalities and vocational areas the students will not have an opportunity 
. ') . .-

to consider adequately at a later stage. 
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,~. We-likewise deplore ft::Qm the standpoint of .the needs of the individual 

students the deferment of one year of ,the Short Vocational Training 

Programme from Secondary III, for completion at the end of Secondary IV, 

to Secondary IV, for completion at the end of Secondary V. Many students 

currently electing this short programme do so in order to complete their 

school career at the earliest possible moment. 

SCHOOL MANAGEMENT 

The authors of the Green Paper recognize many of the problems tri 

School Management, under the present structures: 

a) conflict of overlapping authorities 

b) the centralized Ministry of Education - which is out of contact 

with immediate local and regional conditions 

c) .t~~ dependence of School Boards up:cm the provincial purse ·and 

of their acc6untability to the province ,- consequently their 

inability and unwillingness to assume m·oi~ initiatives locally 

ana immedia~ely as they are apprehended 

Thus the authors reiterate the intention of the Ministry to cont'inue to 

implement its two policies - of decentralizati6Tl and of equalization ~f 

resources. These then are policy statements. 

Concepts of Decentralization 

There are two conczJ?,tS to the .~ern:i II decentraliza!ion 11 
• , ·i .,, •. .. .. .. 

.i: ."i :i"1. 

a) In the first, decentralization means the recognition of the right to 
•• 'I ' . I ' 
J • 

autonomy within Quebec of school units. Carried to its logical - but not 
. . 1i 'f""", :' •. I. ' •. ·• ' . ' • 

necessarily absurd - conclusion, this w_?uld mean tp.i:it each autonomous 
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unit wo~!d determine its non-educational policies and programmes and be 

assured the resources needed to implement these. 

The intrusion of higher authority would occur only to set some minimal 

limits to. prevent unjust or excessive taxation within that autonomous unit, 

and to provide and thus demand accountability for the use of resources, 

.. equitably distributed, from the general public purse. 

The Ministry would exist, not to provide initiatives and leadership, but to 

be the servant of the autonomous units in their cooperative endeavours. The 

autonomous units would be primarily answerable to the local or regional 

electorate. 

in view of the constitution and history of education in Quebec, this concept 

of decentralization would include autonomy in confessionality • . Thus Protestant 

schools would continue (or regain) the autonomy to be the principal vehicle for 

English language education with its openness to the total North American and 

world-wide English scene. The need for this openness for the English-speaking 

population of Quebec society is evident in view of its traditional mobility and 

flux. For us·, this openness to the world outside is an essential part of our 

children's education. 

b) The second concept of decentralization has the following presuppositions: 

1 Quebec, a province of Canada, is totally autonomous in respect of 

education 

ii Policy making, the initiating of programmes and the implementing of them, 
1,' 

·are fundamentally the responsibility of the provincial government - though 
f' I~' 
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it may create organs, or delegate to, or allow, other organs the 
• j " 2 ·; .:'I, 

authority to function as its agents. 

Thus local or regional school units cannot have in themselves any autonomy. 
·. ,j· 

The only initiatives they may exercise are those which are allowed them by the 

central governing authority - and, subject to the funds granted them or authorized 

to them to assess and collect by that same authority - the government of Quebec. 
·I , . 

Decentralization with such presuppositions means ~?~h the discretionary 

granting of initiatives to local and regional units by the central government 

Ministry of Education and the establishment of regional branches by that same 

Ministry. 

i Both boards and regional branches will be answerable and responsible .. , 

to the Ministry alone. 
: 1. • • .• ,• : • 

·1c.-: 
ii They will exercise authority on 9ehalf of the Ministry in areas de_legated 

;r.:· 

by the Ministry to them. 

1.r Inferred from the logic of this concept of "decentralization" (more 

. "'"! ! • 

·:• 

appropriately "deconcentration") - in•effect, the tentacles of the Ministry are 

multiplied and lengthened to reach into all school-units·~ the school units in 

themselves being powerless and, therefore, ultimately meaningless - except 

as servants of the Ministry, to implement its measures, as organs of consultation 
•. •"'\[ 

with the population of the region and as buffers between the Ministry and the 
:r, : . ·, : 

public • 

Quebec;Federation of Home ·and School Associations-'·has gone on record in its 

recent policy statements vis-a-vis increasing government Bbntrol of more and 

i . 
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more aspects of education, that it does not accept the le,g¥imacy, in 9.uebec, 

of this second concept of decentralization. Thus, for :US, decentr~lization 

means decentralization of policy making to the school boards - in this 

respect, a restoration to them of their traditional autqnomy. Further, _som~ 

formula for extending of provincial treasury grants to augment local taxation 

·.must be determined, to enable school units to provide a high quality of services 

.according to school-unit needs, notwithstanding limitations of local resources. 

Such grants, while short of inalienable, must not be awarded on the whim of the 

central authority, but ought to be matched by local initiatives. 

The following are some specific comments - positive as well as negative -

(,·;; ·with reference to the "Three Hypotheses". 

... , : 

The First Hypotheis: Increase the School Boards' Responsibilities 

While we welcome the title we would not welcome the more thorouoh golng 

involvement of the Ministry at the Board level, which seems to be one conse-

quence referred to in the Green Paper. 
I • 

We would welcome a further regrouping of School Boards, which would be 

·[.,:· logical and appropriate to local needs and aspirations - reintegrating 

elementary (primary) and secondary education .. as long as such regrouping 

remains within confessional bounds - thus ensuring, first, the identity of 

confessionality "Protestant" and "Catholic" - and therefore, under one, the 
~-- !' 

emphasis on English-language and culture education, and under the other, the 

,. focus on French-language and culture. • >.,;. i 

. · , . 

We recommend, in order to assure to the boards greater autonomy, that a 

formula or formulae be found so that certain "per student" grants from the public 
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---purse -shaH be inalienable ·"'~that is, for 'these funds, the boards snaU be 

answerable, · net tci the Mirtistry , · but to the auditor-general and-the' lod:d 

electorate, that such monies have been appropriately applied. 

The Second Hypothesis: The School as the Main Centre of Responsiblity 

This second hypothesis presents a very imaginative alternative for the 

"public" school to become, in some sense, competitive - pitting its unique 

·,, ·excellence against that of its neighbour in attracting students of the reg-ion, 

:~but- also against ·the-'private sdhool sector. -- . ' . ;; • :r 

As part of the imaginative picture - a very important part - is the collegial 

· administration of parents, educators and the principal, as · co-participants -

but, with a branch of the Ministry or some "regional public body with a multiple 

.;11 

or a speciatfzed orientation II being involved in some way.1: ·· 

The implementation of this second hypothesis would mean the end to 

elected local and regional school boards in meaningful policy making. As long 

as they exist, they will be limited to coordination, technical support and 

allocating of financial envelopes from funds for Which· they have had no 

responsiblity for-:collecting. As long as it is convenient for them to exist,: they 

wilF·be mere e·xtensions of the Ministry • 

• . t : ,. • 

Thus parents (and taxpayers) will have little or no real authority even if they 
·±~:;-~- ·: --.::.1 

ha~e so~~ place within some collegial administration. 
·;· •' ' 2., ;·· 

Effective division of power would be shared, probab>ly v·ery uneasily·, between 

two overawing entities - the Ministry on the one hand and the teachers' syndical 
. ' . . · .,: .•,: , .... 

unit on the other. 
~-'~: . .. ·i.: .,, ...... 
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Parents and taxpayers and their children wo~ld be in an extremely 

vulnerable position without any hope of relief, especially on occasions of. 

conflict between the Ministry (or the government as a whole) and. the 
. . ! 

( 

teachers' syndical unit (or the provincial teachers' organization). 

. . 
If the Ministry - and the people of ·Quebec - are sincerely interested.in 

school-community self-determination and in competition - th~re ought to be 
... • •:v • • • , \ _1 

a hypothesis which ~ould include the applying of inal~enable "p~r pupil" . : 
. •' .... . i f' . 

grants to schools of a diverse range of pedagogical philosophtes and policies -
. :!: - ' . 

for example, including so-called "alternative" schools and "community" 

schools - within the public school system. Parents would have the right of 

choice _in both et?,l'ollment of their 'children and the· direction of their school 

taxes. 

Would this necessorily meon that the fundame·ntal pr1nc1ples or educaUonal 

reform, of democratization and of equalization of educational opportunity, be 

compromised? A lot depends upon our definitions. 

The realities of economy and educationa J quality must be h;ei~~e.d. Tha.-f 

school boards are the best units to determine and to balance the needs expressed 

by th_e taxpayers ~ho want economy, and. the desire-s·rbf-the patents, who want 

quality education for their childreIY.' 

The Third Hypothesis: Another Possibility: Local or'i({egfonal Bodies in Charge 

of Several Public Services, including Education 
t , • , , 

This hypothesis would mean the end of Confessionality at the r~gional or .. 
. . ' , •'.'.' ·' ! l! r ·. . 

iocal level. In the process of municipal regrouping and reform, e~ch "township" 
., 

~o-uld, in effect, ~lect a board of commissioners, each of whom would be 
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responsible for a particular public function and service: roads, housing, 
!.l l: 

public transport, water, sewage, ••••• and education. While the objectives 
' ! .j 

of this kind of organization may seem to be laudable, its limitations from the 

standpoint of education in general and most certainly, from the standpoint of 

confes~_ionality, leaye muqh to be desired. 

ks the English-speaking community loses its own voice in the election of 

its ·own board members, and directs its tax monies to that board, through 

coitfessionality, so it will eventually lose schools answerable to its needs and 

asplrtitions. 
••, (.. 

Our Feder_ation ca1'not, in any way, suppQrt .this third hypothes•is. · 

It disturbs us that the three hypotheses seem to represent a continuum in 

policy: it may seem that the Governm~111; of Quebec would intend to move from 

the .l?fe~ent stage of rep~esentation to Hypothesis I, regrouping more board 

areas, and increasing and extending the regional bureaus of the M-inistry ,' to 

Hypothesis II, eliminating the elected boards from any meaningful existence, to .. 
, .. : ... , ' ' . . 

Hypothesis Ill, really a very short step indeed. 
,1; 

. . ' ~: 

As w~ OJ?:l>ose Hypothesis III in its entirety, and aiso Hypothesis ll on 

account of some of its ramifications, therefore, we stand irr:evocably ·opposed 

~?.~this sort of_- ~'lolutionary mo~ement. 

With reference to school staff relationships, we do believe, however, that 
;.. I •·~:' •• \ \ 

the legal fram·ework of collective bargaining should be revised so that local and 
._.. , l , . · i . . 

• ;,• - •, • ': I • 

reg'fonal school units, eg., elected boards and teachers' associations will reach 
~t· ·.; 
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agreements on many more matters than has happ_ened recently: there must 

be a radical decentralization of bargaining, in accordance with "local and 

reg ion al n_eeds • 

CONCLUSION: THE EDUCATIONAL PLAN 

Quebec Federation of Home and School Associations accepts and endorses 

the WorkiI}g Hypotheses at the conclusion of the Green Paper; our association, 

both as an advocate, and as a participant, has long been involved in 

educational planning. We espouse the following as policies worthy of 

application in our schools. 

"Each school should adopt its own educational plan, aimed at integrating 

its various objectives and activities. One should encourage the existence 

of schools which have th~ir own individual personality or "stamp". This 

op~ion w,ould fe~'-!~~-.that ll}eans be found to ensure that there will be a 

strict evaluation of the quality of services of the learning process and . ; : 

education. 

The public school should account for itself publicly. To do this, it should 
· . .I 

draw up 'the essential basic documents: specific objectives, development 
,'f· . 

projects, educational framework, regulations, etc. These documents 
.. , ' 

would be distributed and would provide a basis for discussion with those 
. . ' 

most concerned: educators, parents and pupils at the secondary level in 
. )' 

certain cases~ 

The educational plan would require open debate. It is vital that all groups 
aj' . . 

interested in education take collective responsibility for ·the definition of 
·\: , .. : 
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·each local plan. It is up to them to define collectively the type of 
. "'.) .,,. 

education whic:'h will be offered in our schools, the edi'icational 

models which they wish to see developed and the values which they 

wish to stress." 

All these, within the philosophy of the local, autonomous, confessional 

school -board - the body that is legally accountable to the local electorate. 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Quebec Federation of Home and School Associations has been pleased ·by 

the opportunity to contribute t ~ ~e consul~:!.tive dialogue with the Ministry 
·: ,; ,. 

in respect to the on-going process of educational ref<:>rm. 

: • ;• 'We realize that, vast as the area is that was cov~~ed by the authors of the 

Gr.een Paper-, ,.there are many areas to which there was no reference, and which 

wilt need consideration in order for any reforms, the outcome of the current 

consul tat ions, to become effective. We recommend specifically the fallowing: 

1. Back to Basics 

j r; .. , 

.:••·· 

a) A minimal number of very general educational objectives in te~m-s,-. 

·, 
of concepts and skills be set for each basic subject at each leyel. 

This in no way precludes school boards determining the content 
. , . -· 

objectives. 

b} Each school should have the freedom to adapt to sat~sfy. its -needs to 

attain these objectives within the policies of its school board. 

c) Quebec,· as a multicultural society, re.spe~t'.the }1ghts of all its 

oultures, each -to evolve in its own way without interference from 

the majority culture. 
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2. Values Education in Quebec .. •··-~ ·, · 
I • .. '• 

~'- ~y, _e .11d altpr.ogrammes· in personal, social and moral values education 

1'\U.~~ be r~~OJ'.lSive to the needs :and aspirations of ·the· parents in the immediate 

COmJn~ni~es served by the schools. .. 

~ -« i ·· Bilingualism .. ..... : . .-;;: : . ..:,,. . : . .,,_ .·:. .. 

a) Strategies and tactics applied to promote''functional bilingualism must 

be adapted to the needs and resources of the -'1oc·a1- school units: . 
• .. . r ., . . . . . . 

Federal grants. on bilingualism should be allocated directly and openly 

for this task. 

-4. Secondary VI 

.·.• . . i :.' . ;, • I I 

. .1·. . . ' ·. ·:- ;;: 

While the introduction of a Secondary Vl" •for Technical 'Vo6ati~nai ·sb.i<i~nts 

is welcomed as an optional alternative, • .r. :·r; <:-::-: · ••,ii,· • ,:.-_ ... , .. , "'. • ;_ 

. . ( 

·r···,:i --;. --r. 
a) Secondary V should remain the normal High School Leavin~flever, ·and 

b) The feasibility of extending the Secondary VI hypothesis as an 

optional alternative in areas other than the Technical-Vocational 
·· -·· 
shQuld be studied. 

5. Compulsory Minimum School Leaving Age 

a) The compulsory school leaving age should not be increased • 
• • • • -, •:- ; I j •i ' .. • : - \) 

b) Studies should be instituted to conside·r· dtber c#lteria than age to 
. . . ... ; . : 

determine when a student may legally cease attendance .at school •. -
.. · -~ , i ·• : ' : c.'. -,~J'fr ... :1· )' .. · •·, . 

6. School Management ' . t . 

' I 1 

a) The objectives of genuine decentralization ~~t-not of "deconcentration" 

of function of the Ministry should be 'pursued. ; 
. . ., I 

b) Rational regrouping of local and regional school board area~, re-linking 

primary and secondary education, but within confessional bounds, 
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should be continued. 

c)-.: .. Decentralization, to l;>e effective, must mean decentralization of 

policy making to the school boards - a restoration to -~em of their 
• • ,I • 

traditional autonomy - including the collection .o_f l90aJ !?lX~~ _ and 

the assurance of inalienable "per pupil grants" from the .provi.ncial 

treasury to carry out ~eir responsibilities. 

7. The Educational Plan 

Loc_,Ql,-Pf. __ regional boards and the schools under their jurisdiction should 

involve all parties in the education scene, including parents, through 

competent representative organizations, in the process of educational planning: 

_ the identificatiop. o~ ~eeds, choice of priorities, choice of means, allocation 
. . 

of resources, policy making for the exe<?ution of the plan and finally 

evaluation. 

.. . . . 
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